1. **Abstract**

This presentation reviews the newest developments and trends in large power transformers for improving grid resiliency by using advanced insulation systems that allow smaller size and lower weight designs. Versatility covering different locations and transformer configurations is achieved by applying state-of-the-art design tools in combination with hybrid insulation systems, both of which have evolved for use with larger units in order to make transformers lighter and allow rapid movement in emergency situations.

More compact units will be possible with new insulation systems currently in development that use insulation components made of alternate liquids and high temperature materials governed by high temperature IEEE standards. New bushings and terminations have also advanced state-of-the-art connectivity using a plug-and-play concept that further improves large transformer mobility and speed of replacement. Details around development of high voltage plug-in bushings and connectors that eliminate the need for on-site tank penetration and active part dry-out will be presented.

This presentation will also provide an overview of specific requirements for rapid replacement in applications involving highly constrained installations where a larger capacity and flexible rating is needed but must fit an existing space. The presenters will detail how grid resilience can be improved by applying the newest technologies in combination with innovative solutions for the assembly of these critical components into a power transformer that meets the special needs of a specific installation and application, such as fast deployable large power emergency replacement units.

2. **Learning Objectives**

This tutorial plans to

- Demonstrate how grid resilience can be improved by detailing examples of rapid power transformer replacement, including installation and commissioning
- Demonstrate how the capacity of a large power transformer can be increased without changing the footprint of a constrained substation installation
- Show multiple examples of fast deployable and portable power transformers
- Illustrate the design and application of high voltage plug-in bushings and connectors
3. **Learning Outcomes**

By attending this tutorial, attendees will gain an understanding of the following:

- Alternate insulation systems that can reduce the size and weight of a power transformer
- Temperature limits defined by IEEE standards that exceed those of conventional transformers
- Application of plug-in high voltage bushings and connectors
- Many options now available in power transformers to meet specific application needs due to new insulation components
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